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PRECIOUS METALS COMMENTARY  
11/19/14  

Strength in gold in the face of India gold import news is bullish  

 

OVERNIGHT CHANGES THROUGH 6:05 AM (CT): 
GOLD +1.10, SILVER +5.60, PLATINUM +0.10  

 

London Gold AM Fix $1,200.75, -$1.30 from prior AM  
LME Copper Stocks 160,825 tons +400 tons  
 
OUTSIDE MARKET DEVELOPMENTS: Global equity markets traded in a mixed fashion overnight, with modest 
weakness in Asia and marginal gains across Europe. The Japanese Nikkei pushed into a new three-day high 
early but reversed course to close lower on the session. Some of the weakness came on profit-taking selling 
pressure after recent gains and the latest from the Bank of Japan that lowered their inflation outlook. China's 
Shanghai Composite closed lower for the fifth consecutive session, with pressure coming on lower energy prices 
and profit-taking from the latest Shanghai/Hong Kong trading link. Most of the major European indices were 
higher, with the Swiss SMI index climbing toward a seven-year high. There is lingering optimism following 
yesterday's German sentiment data that topped expectations. Meanwhile, US equities traded fractionally lower 
during the early morning hours, with some uncertainty ahead of today's FOMC meeting minutes release. Also in 
focus this morning is data on the US housing market, with starts expected to show marginal gains compared to 
last month.  

 

GOLD / SILVER 
With the BOJ, ECB and PBOC all in outright easing postures and the US Fed potentially setting the stage for a 
push back of US rate hike timing in this afternoon's FOMC statement release, the bull camp seems to have some 
justification for the November rally of $70. With the gold and silver markets generally managing gains this month 
in the face of a strong Dollar and gold this week basically discounting threats of more restrictive Indian gold import 
rules, the precious metals markets are finally showing some bullish capacity. Certainly further gains in the Dollar 
will make it difficult for gold and silver bulls ahead but in the event US data today is even slightly discouraging, 
that could leave the Dollar perched on the edge of a cliff on the charts especially when one considers that the 
Dollar in the last month has gained almost 400 points! However, to shift the currency influence on gold and silver 
prices into a more distinctly supportive standing today probably requires a slide in the December Dollar Index 
back below 87.45. A normal retracement of the July to November slide in gold prices could allow for a recovery 
back up to $1,213.30 without even altering the entrenched downtrend pattern. A normal retracement of the July 
through November washout in December Silver would seem to allow for a recovery back to $17.57 without even 
altering long-term bear patterns on the charts.  
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PLATINUM  
In addition to talk of a PGM producer marketing program earlier this week, the PGM's were lifted on Tuesday by a 
slight reversal in the Dollar and improved industrial expectations in the wake of fresh all-time highs in US equities. 
It is also possible that PGM prices are poised to see some fresh investment inflows, especially if more overhead 
resistance levels are regained later this week and the US Fed hints at a push back in rate hike timing later this 
afternoon. We still won't rule out gains in PGM prices off a rapid increase in Russian/Ukrainian tenmsions, but the 
primary driving force of recent price gains appears to have been mostly currency-related and or related to 
strength in gold prices. We also wouldn't rule out some classic technically-orientated buying ahead, especially if 
January Platinum manages to rise back above this week's high of $1,216.70 while a critical reversal might be 
seen in December Palladium in the event that prices manage an early rise today back above the $780 level.  

 

TODAY'S MARKET IDEAS: 
The bulls have clearly shifted the focus of the metals markets back toward a more positive track, but a large 
measure of that psychology is the result of hoped for developing weakness in the Dollar ahead and therefore US 
scheduled data and dialogue from the FOMC later this afternoon could be very important. We also think that 
traders are viewing gold, silver and PGM in a more favorable light because of the prospect of a generally 
supportive global central bank environment. If the US Fed joins the dovish ranks with FOMC meeting minutes 
later today, that should keep up the pressure on the Dollar and keep the near-term trend pointing upward in gold, 
silver and PGM. In addition to normal retracement targets of $1,213 in December Gold, the 50-day moving 
average sits up at $1,211.80. Support in December Silver moves up to $16.01 and a more significant technical 
reversal signal might be given if December Silver manages to rise above $18.38 again today. Resistance in 
January Platinum is seen up at $1,216.50 early today.  

 

 

COPPER COMMENTARY  
11/19/14  
Looking for support to firm up just under current levels  

 

GENERAL: As we feared, a big range-down washout was seen in copper 
yesterday in the face of softening global economic sentiment. Disappointing 
Chinese economic data, weakness in energy prices and lingering bird flu 
concerns in Europe yesterday seemed to grant the bear camp a slight edge. 
However, now that the $3.00 level has been revisited again we are not 
expecting further downside action especially with the last COT positioning report 
already showing a net spec short of just under 38,000 contracts! With the WBMS overnight pegging the world 
copper market to be in a 128,000 ton deficit in the first 9 months of 2014 we have to suggest that copper should 
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be viewed with more respect as a minimal improvement in global activity could easily skyrocket the global deficit. 
Seeing a major copper producer raise their 2015 premiums to customers, seeing new highs in US equities and 
seeing the Dollar potentially set to come under developing pressure, adds to our interest in picking a near-term 
low in copper prices. As suggested before, those that look to buy dips in December Copper, probably have to risk 
those positions to at least $2.96.  

 

MARKET IDEAS: 
Pre-buy a March copper $2.90 put for 1000 and then look to buy a near-term spike down probe to $2.9850 in the 
March copper contract. Once long the futures and long the put, look to sell a March copper $3.15 call for 450 
points to partially finance the steep cost of the long put protection.  

 

 

	
 

 
              2015 Commodity Trading Guide 
 

Features for 2015:  

 5 Trades for a Long-Term Bottom in Commodities 
 A Bottom in Feed Grains? 
 The Strength of US Beef & Pork Exports in the Face of High Prices 
 Global Gasoline and Diesel Demand Keep Pace with Crude Production 
 The Hunt for Individual Mobility 

 

Only $20 plus Shipping 
Order Here:  www.HightowerReport.com 

                                    (Guides will be shipping the first week of December) 

http://www.futures-research.com/order/order_tg.php?refcode=KITCO

